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the meaning of the brink is the edge at the top of a steep cliff usually used figuratively to refer to a point that is
very close to the occurrence of something very bad or less commonly very good how to use the brink in a
sentence if you go to the brink of something you become very close to doing or having it extreme stress had
driven him to the brink of a nervous breakdown they have gone from complete obscurity to the brink of
becoming a global brand see brink fewer examples on the brink of something on the verge of doing something
or of having some imminent event happen especially that which is bad or disastrous the company is still doing
business but ever since the recession hit they ve been teetering on the brink of closing down brink definition 1
the point where a new or different situation is about to begin 2 the edge of a cliff or other learn more the
meaning of brink is edge especially the edge at the top of a steep place how to use brink in a sentence to be
very close to a very unpleasant or dangerous situation the country is teetering on the brink of civil war definition
of brink noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences
grammar usage notes synonyms and more at the brink of something on the verge of doing something or of
having some imminent event happen especially that which is bad or disastrous the company is still doing
business but ever since the recession hit they ve been teetering at the brink of closing down the brink of
something is the very edge of it if you want to give your mom a good scare stand on the brink of a steep cliff
and slowly lean forward the noun brink describes the edge of a steep drop off or slope or the edge of a boundary
marking where something begins like the brink of a pond the brink of something meaning definition what is the
brink of something a situation when you are almost in a new learn more meaning to be on the verge of doing
something to be very close to a specific outcome or condition example sentences the dam was on the brink of
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pouring over when the officials decided to open the gates and let the water out find 33 different ways to say on
the brink of along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com noun the edge or
margin of a steep place or of land bordering water any extreme edge verge a crucial or critical point especially
of a situation or state beyond which success or catastrophe occurs we were on the brink of war brink if you are
on the brink of something usually something important terrible or exciting you are just about to do it or
experience it brink a point at which something typically something unwelcome is about to happen the verge the
country was on the brink of a constitutional crisis so i would agree with the general form of brink used to
suggest something negative mostly the point where a new different or dangerous situation is about to begin the
brink of collapse bankruptcy disaster debt crisis led many companies to the brink of bankruptcy they seem to be
teetering on the brink of a major crisis right now the company is poised on the brink of success the brink of
directed by patrick meaney with nicolette norgaard tim hoffmann mina tobias olivia crowell indie pop duo lena
and james are rising artists whose songs leave fans wondering if they are more than just bandmates the brink
created by kim benabib roberto benabib with jack black tim robbins pablo schreiber aasif mandvi top u s
government and military scramble to prevent world war 3 from happening amidst the chaos of a geopolitical
crisis the brink is an american comedy television series created by brothers roberto benabib and kim benabib it
focuses on a geopolitical crisis in pakistan before cancellation the show was conceived so that each season
would follow a different crisis somewhere in the world involving the same main characters brink is on the u s
3x3 team for the paris olympics and a replacement will have to be selected our thoughts are with cameron as
we wish her a speedy recovery as a result of cam s injury usa basketball will begin the process of selecting an
athlete to join the 2024 usa 3x3 women s national team usa basketball said in a statement in its four and a half
billion year history life on earth has endured five mass extinctions due to cataclysmic events today it is
experiencing its sixth mass extinction due to the dominance of a single species of life homo sapiens this map
explores humans role in the sixth mass extinction



on the brink of definition meaning merriam webster May 19 2024 the meaning of the brink is the edge at the
top of a steep cliff usually used figuratively to refer to a point that is very close to the occurrence of something
very bad or less commonly very good how to use the brink in a sentence
to the brink of something cambridge english dictionary Apr 18 2024 if you go to the brink of something
you become very close to doing or having it extreme stress had driven him to the brink of a nervous breakdown
they have gone from complete obscurity to the brink of becoming a global brand see brink fewer examples
on the brink of idioms by the free dictionary Mar 17 2024 on the brink of something on the verge of doing
something or of having some imminent event happen especially that which is bad or disastrous the company is
still doing business but ever since the recession hit they ve been teetering on the brink of closing down
brink english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 16 2024 brink definition 1 the point where a new or different
situation is about to begin 2 the edge of a cliff or other learn more
brink definition meaning merriam webster Jan 15 2024 the meaning of brink is edge especially the edge at
the top of a steep place how to use brink in a sentence
brink noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Dec 14 2023 to be very close to a very unpleasant or
dangerous situation the country is teetering on the brink of civil war definition of brink noun in oxford advanced
learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and
more
at the brink of something idioms by the free dictionary Nov 13 2023 at the brink of something on the
verge of doing something or of having some imminent event happen especially that which is bad or disastrous
the company is still doing business but ever since the recession hit they ve been teetering at the brink of closing
down
brink definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Oct 12 2023 the brink of something is the very edge
of it if you want to give your mom a good scare stand on the brink of a steep cliff and slowly lean forward the
noun brink describes the edge of a steep drop off or slope or the edge of a boundary marking where something



begins like the brink of a pond
the brink of something meaning of the brink of something Sep 11 2023 the brink of something meaning
definition what is the brink of something a situation when you are almost in a new learn more
on the brink of meaning origin example sentence history Aug 10 2023 meaning to be on the verge of doing
something to be very close to a specific outcome or condition example sentences the dam was on the brink of
pouring over when the officials decided to open the gates and let the water out
33 synonyms antonyms for on the brink of thesaurus com Jul 09 2023 find 33 different ways to say on
the brink of along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com
brink definition meaning dictionary com Jun 08 2023 noun the edge or margin of a steep place or of land
bordering water any extreme edge verge a crucial or critical point especially of a situation or state beyond
which success or catastrophe occurs we were on the brink of war brink
brink definition and meaning collins english dictionary May 07 2023 if you are on the brink of something usually
something important terrible or exciting you are just about to do it or experience it
idioms usage of on the brink of english language Apr 06 2023 brink a point at which something typically
something unwelcome is about to happen the verge the country was on the brink of a constitutional crisis so i
would agree with the general form of brink used to suggest something negative mostly
brink definition in the cambridge english dictionary Mar 05 2023 the point where a new different or dangerous
situation is about to begin the brink of collapse bankruptcy disaster debt crisis led many companies to the brink
of bankruptcy they seem to be teetering on the brink of a major crisis right now the company is poised on the
brink of success
the brink of 2024 imdb Feb 04 2023 the brink of directed by patrick meaney with nicolette norgaard tim
hoffmann mina tobias olivia crowell indie pop duo lena and james are rising artists whose songs leave fans
wondering if they are more than just bandmates
the brink tv series 2015 imdb Jan 03 2023 the brink created by kim benabib roberto benabib with jack black



tim robbins pablo schreiber aasif mandvi top u s government and military scramble to prevent world war 3 from
happening amidst the chaos of a geopolitical crisis
the brink tv series wikipedia Dec 02 2022 the brink is an american comedy television series created by brothers
roberto benabib and kim benabib it focuses on a geopolitical crisis in pakistan before cancellation the show was
conceived so that each season would follow a different crisis somewhere in the world involving the same main
characters
sparks prepare to play rest of season without star rookie Nov 01 2022 brink is on the u s 3x3 team for the paris
olympics and a replacement will have to be selected our thoughts are with cameron as we wish her a speedy
recovery as a result of cam s injury usa basketball will begin the process of selecting an athlete to join the 2024
usa 3x3 women s national team usa basketball said in a statement
on the brink national geographic society Sep 30 2022 in its four and a half billion year history life on earth
has endured five mass extinctions due to cataclysmic events today it is experiencing its sixth mass extinction
due to the dominance of a single species of life homo sapiens this map explores humans role in the sixth mass
extinction
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